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FAQ and Troubleshooting:
I notice my roasting elements sometimes go off in the middle of a roast, is this normal? Yes, this is
simply an indication that the system has reached its set-point in the temperature profile.

Does the on/off of the elements have a negative effect on the coffee? No, before using any feature
we had the systems tested by coffee professionals to insure the quality of the cup was maintained and not
negatively effected.

What is a safe time to rest the roaster in between roasts. We recommend 1 hour between roasts, to
safeguard the systems critical components. Please remember, this is considered a home roaster and is not
intended for commercial level production.

The square peg on the right side of my cylinder sticks or does not fit well. Is my cylinder
defective? No, on rare occasions too much stainless steel is deposited during the coating stage. To rectify
this simply take emery clothe, emery board or very fine file and lightly remove any burrs or high points on
each side. In general the square hole will also expand to accommodate the extra coating within a few roasts

My cylinder is stuck in the square peg and I’m afraid to pull on it. What should I do? Firstly, DO
NOT pull on the cylinder. As stated above, the stainless steel coating is likely too thick. Take a Q Tip and a
little olive oil (or similar food safe oil). Place a drop of oil on the Q Tip then rub the oil tip on the square
peg where it enters the receiving end. Now gently move the cylinder in and out to work the oil in. If
necessary rub the Q tip on this area again. Gently do this until the olive oil frees the bond. Once it has come
loose do as stated above and remove any high points etc. If the cylinder still causes you problems contact
tech support and request assistance. If emailing please include contact data such as phone number etc.

My roast times seem to be longer than they should. Do I have a defective unit? No. There are many
factors to roast times as stated in the earlier version of the manual. Those factors include low voltage, old
wiring and/or significant voltage drawdown. Other factors that can extend roast times in some cases
significantly are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Beans stored at temperatures of 65 F (18.3 C) or below, such as in a garage or refrigerator.
Use of an extension cord that would cause a voltage drop
Using the roaster in a cold environment (below 65 F).
Roasting in unusually high heat environments outside the designed for parameters. Remember the
roaster is an indoor appliance designed and approved for kitchen use only.

The way to help us determine if there is an issue with the roaster is to do the following:
Take ½ pound of green beans that are at no lower than 65 F (18.3 C), in an environment that is no lower
than 65 F (including the roaster) and roast using 1 lb P1 Program A. Email us (tech@behmor.com) the
times showing on the display when the FIRST crack of 1st was heard and the FIRST crack of 2nd. This data
will help us determine your system's status… Always include contact data such as phone number and best
times to call.
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Maintenance and cleaning:
It is highly recommended you keep the area (within the red box) clean of all oils and coffee roasting
sediment. This insures the thermo-coupler properly reads the roaster temperatures and keeps roasts times
normal. Simple Green seems to be the most effective cleaner while not containing anything corrosive.

Changing Interior Light.
Over time the interior light could burn out and to change requires the following steps.
1) Remove screws- blue arrows
2) Get small flat head screwdriver or similar thin tipped item, insert into the gap (red line) slowly
edging it downward. Care must me taken to not crack the glass.
3) Replacement bulb type: 20 watt Incandescent light for ovens, clear glass.
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